
After applying 
various 

discounts

【Smartphone Start Plan (S)】＊1: Discounts that are currently applied may discontinue if you subscribe to these plans.＊2: You must be subscribed to a 4G LTE rate plan at the time of model 
change. ＊3: This applies to the most recently purchased model registered with KDDI. ＊4: Does not include smartphones. ＊5: Data communication contracts for tablets, routers, etc. are 
eligible. Subscriptions for wearable devices are not eligible. When switching from a data communication device, the data communication contract must be cancelled at the same time as the 
smartphone contract. The procedure can be completed in-store. ＊6: Subscriptions through MNP from another carrier’s feature phone are eligible. At the time of application, we will check the 
status of your contract with another carrier’s feature phone. ※If you cancel in the middle of the month, the full amount will be charged. 【Smartphone Start 1-year Discount】 ※The discount 
is limited to the total amount of basic usage fees, domestic communication fees, and option fees (excluding some) after applying various discount services. ※If the conditions are not met, 
the discount will be terminated. 【Restrictions on data communication speed】 ※If the monthly data capacity exceeds 3 GB (5 GB if the 2GB Increase Option is applied), the maximum 
transmission speed will be 128 kbps until the end of the month. 【Common points of note】 ※It may not be possible to use these promotions together with other KDDI promotions. ※Fees 
separately apply such as for universal service, call relay service fee, and contract fees. ※The information on this flyer is current as of September 27, 2022.The contents may change 
depending on the time of application. ※Prices indicated include tax.

【au PAY Card Payment Discount】 ＜Requirement＞ The payment method registered at the end of the month must be au PAY Card 
※Lump-sum billing/KDDI Lump-Sum Billing will be determined by the payment method of the billing group. 

【2 GB Increase Option】 +¥550/month  A 2 GB/month increase in monthly data capacity if you subscribe to the Smartphone Start Plan (S) starting October 6, 2022 and apply for the option
※The increase is automatically granted at the start of each month.※If you cancel in the middle of the month, the full amount will be charged.

We recommend choosing an optional calling plan that fits you if you make a lot of calls!※For details, ask store staff or visit the au website

If you are under 22 years old

Enjoy savings with the benefit offering a year of Prime Student membership! See the reverse
side for detailsFurthermore,

From October 6, 2022

【Requirement】

★1: Fees differ for calls to satellite maritime telephones and to phone numbers for which fees are set by other companies that incur the designated calling charges. ★2: The age of the subscriber (or user, if registered) 
at the time of application is used to determine the age. 

Subscribers under 22★2 who satisfy one of the following from ① to ③ ※Contracts with a user’s existing smartphone are also eligible.

①Signs up for a new contract (excluding transfer from another carrier) ②Model change from au feature phone＊2＊3＊4 
or data communication device＊5 ③Transfer from a feature phone contract of another carrier＊4＊6

※If you are under 22 and satisfy ② or ③, you may also choose Flat Rate Calling Benefit. In that case, you will not be eligible for the Prime Student 1-year benefit.

Conditions for Smartphone Start Plan (S) and Smartphone Start 1-year Discount

Sign up for the 2 GB Increase Option when subscribing to Smartphone Start Plan (S)
※After the 1-year free 2 GB Increase Option offer expires, the option fee will be automatically charged. If you apply for cancellation before the end of the benefit period, you will not 
be charged and your data capacity will be reduced from 5 GB/month to 3 GB/month. 

Conditions for the 1-Year Free 2 GB Increase Option Promotion

¥2,288/month -¥110/month ¥550/month
FreeFor 1 year from 
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the following month

▶

Choose au to enjoy savings for 
your smartphone debut!!

/monthAfter 2 years: ¥
※Domestic calling charges (¥22 per 30 seconds★1) separately apply.
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For details, ask store staff or visit the au website



Benefit that includes a year of
Prime Student membership

Offering everything from quick and convenient 
delivery of Amazon purchases to streaming of TV shows, 

movies and music

★3: After the benefit period, your membership will be automatically renewed and you will be billed directly by Amazon. Customers who do not wish to automatically renew 
their subscription can do so on their own at Amazon.co.jp, the Amazon website. If you are unable to renew your Prime Student membership after the end of the benefit period 
because you no longer meet the qualifications for it, you will be renewed with an Amazon Prime membership. ※An Amazon Prime gift code will be provided for use with 
Prime Student (determined based on your age at the time of application). The Amazon Prime gift code will be offered only once per line.
※This offer is not available for business accounts. Prime Student gift codes cannot be redeemed if you are already an Amazon Prime member.
※KDDI pays the Prime Student membership fee for one year (¥2,450 or ¥250 per month (as of November 2022)).
※If you cancel or temporarily suspend your au line or change plans, your Prime Student membership will not be automatically cancelled and will automatically continue.
※In the event that this offer is discontinued, we will inform customers in advance. ※It may not be possible to use these promotions together with other KDDI promotions.
※Fees separately apply, such as for universal service, call relay service fee, and contract fees.
※The information on this flyer is current as of November 25, 2022. The contents may change depending on the time of application. ※Prices indicated include tax.
○Amazon, Prime Student and all related trademarks are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

POINT
1

POINT
3

Comes with one year of Prime Student 

membership!★3

Expedited Shipping
Free next-day delivery at the earliest 

of a wide selection of products
Eligible products shipped by Amazon will be 
delivered to destinations throughout Japan 

(excluding Okinawa and some remote islands) on 
the day after the order is confirmed at the earliest.

Scheduled Delivery
You can choose the date and time for delivery. 
Please specify the date and time window that 

are convenient for you.

Enjoy unlimited streaming of hit 
movies and TV programs
Enjoy movies, TV shows, and anime 
available with a Prime membership, 

including original productions such as 
"The Masked Singer Season 2" 

at no additional charge.

100 million songs on shuffle 
playback.

Enjoy popular podcasts as well
Stream playlists of the latest hit songs 
and a wide range of music genres from 
J-POP to jazz, and even music for kids. 
Prime members can enjoy them without 

additional charge or advertisements.

POINT
2

For Smartphone Start Plan (S) subscribers under 22 years old!!

＜Requirement＞ The subscriber is under 22 and signs up for Smartphone Start Plan (S) from the dedicated website
※Customers who have received the 1-year Prime Student benefit will not receive the 1-year Prime Student or 1-year Amazon Prime benefits in 
other promotions.

【Offer including Prime Student for 1 year】

【1-year Prime Student benefit】

KDDI Corporation/Okinawa Cellular Telephone CompanyFor details, ask store staff or visit the au website


